Abstract -This paper presents a new method that permits to estimate, in the viewer coordinate system, the spatial attitude of an articulated object from a single perspective image. Its principle is based on the interpretation of some image lines as the perspective projection of linear ridges of the object model, and on an iterative search of the model attitude consistent with these projections. The presented method doesn't locate separately the different parts of the object by using for each of them a technics devoted to the localization of rigid object but computes a global attitude which respects the mechanical articulations of the objet. In fact, the geometrical transformations applied to the model to bring it into the correct attitude are obtained in two steps. The first one is devoted to the estimation of the attitude parameters corresponding to a rotation and involves an iterative process. The second step permits by the resolution of a linear system to estimate the translation parameters. The presented experiments correspond to the localization of robot arms from synthetical and real images. The former case permits to appreciate the accuracy of the method since the final result of the pose estimation can be compared with the attitude parameters used to create the synthetical image. The latter case presents an experiment made in an industrial environment and involves the estimation of twelve paramaters since the observed robot arm owns six inner degrees of freedom. The presented method can be useful in some operation driven by remote control.
Introduction
The topic of the presented method is the localization of an articulated object from a monocular image knowing its CAD model and using the perspective projection as image formation assumption. This is typically a model based approach which is not a great restriction in the industrial world where the CAD model of the environment can be generally known. In the last ten years, many researchers have tried to locate rigid object by monocular vision. All of proposed technics need some prerequisites which are the knowledge of the observed object model, matches between 2D image primitives and 3D model elements, and assumption about the projection of the real world on the image plane (orthographic or perspective). These methods can be classified in function of the manipulated image primitives and on the manner to reach the solution (closed form solution from lines , , , ) or points , , ), accumulation process or iterative process ).
In fact, very few papers address the current problem which corresponds to the estimation, in the viewer coordinate system, of the spatial attitude of an articulated object from a single perspective image. In Mulligan and al. present a technic to locate the boom, stick an bucket of an excavator. The object model used contains 3 inner rotations and these parameters are computed one by one.
The presented method doesn't locate separately the different parts of the object by using for each of them a technic devoted to the localization of rigid object (as presented previously), but computes a global attitude which respects the inner mechanical articulations of the objet. The presented method is based on the interpretation of some image lines as the perspective projection of linear ridges of the object model. No alignments point to point are needed between the extremities of the 2D and 3D matched primitives. We look for the object attitude such that the perspective projections of the selected model ridges coincide with the supporting lines of the image segments. We believe that it is an important advantage of our method because the extraction of the orientation and the distance from the origin of an image segment is more accurate than the location of its extremities. A similar approach can be found in where Lowe proposes a technic to fit a parametrized 3D model to a perspective image. Nevertheless, our method differs from Lowe's one in two directions : the pose is computed in two steps. The first involves purely vector equations. The unknowns are all rotation angles and the devoted process is properly iterative. The second step is to compute the remaining unknown translations. It merely consists in the resolution of a linear least square problem. the minimized criterion differs from Lowe's one. Lowe uses a 2D criterion calculated in the image plane. Our criterion is 3D one which permits to greatly simplify the computations involved. This paper is organized as follow; the second paragraph is devoted to the development of the attitude estimation method and the third paragraph presents experiments from synthetical and real images.
2 Overview of the method
General formulation
The estimation of the localization of an articulated object with respect to the inner mechanical articulations needs the selection of a reference part. This part can be independently located in the viewer coordinate system and the others parts are relatively positioned using the inner degrees of freedom. In practice, we select as reference part, the part having the highest number of ridges matched with image segments. Consequently, the pose estimation of an articulated object from a monocular perspective image depends on three kinds of parameters :
the intrinsic camera parameters. These five parameters are («<,, V 0 ) the coordinates of the intersection of the optical axis of the camera with the image plane, / the focal length and (dx,dy) the digitalization steps of the acquisition system. In fact, in this paper we will consider all the image primitives directly defined in the viewer coordinate system and only the focal length / will appear in our equations.
the extrinsic attitude parameters. These parameters correspond to the three rotations and three translations around and along the world coordinate axis which permit to locate a rigid object. In our process, these parameters determine the pose of the reference part of the viewed articulated object. We will note (0,, 9^ 8 3 ) the three rotation angles respectively around the x, y, z axis of the viewed coordinate system and (X,,^,^) the amplitude of the translation respectively along the x,y,z axis of the viewer coordinate system. -the inner degrees of freedom. These parameters define the state of the different inner articulations of the observed object. Each degree of freedom can be a rotation or a translation around or along a particular 3D axis. We will note (0 4 , ...,0,, ...,0 p ) the angles of the different inner rotations and (X, 4 X,,...,A.,) the amplitudes of the different inner translations.
Thus, the problem we intend to address can be described as follow : Given : -the perspective projection (pinhole) as model of image formation, -the knowledge of the intrinsic parameters of the acquisition system, -the CAD model of the viewed object, -a sufficient set of matching between image segments and model ridges. Find the extrinsic parameters and the inner degrees of freedom characterizing the pose of the viewed articulated object, in the acquisition reference system, compatible with the image content.
Description of the model
In our system, the articulated object is composed by several CAD models (one by part) connected together by articulations which describe the possible relative displacements between parts.
Each CAD model corresponds to the polyhedral approximation of the real part of the object. It is composed by a set of 3D vertices, a set of links between vertices to define the ridges and a set of links between ridges to build the different faces.
Each articulation is characterized by a set of degrees of freedom. Each degree of freedom is defined by its type ( rotation or translation) and its 3D axis. At most, an articulation consists in three rotations and three translations. In this limit case, the relative movement of the two related parts will be arbitrary.
In the following, we suppose that the viewed object is composed by m parts and contents p -3 inner rotations and q -3 inner translations. To move a model point P t , belonging to the /'* part, to the point /»,.', we can apply to it the extrinsic rotations and translations and also the transformations associated to the degrees of freedom of the articulations situated between the reference part and the t" 1 part. We choose to first apply the rotations. Let P x be the transformed point by rotation of the point P, . The point P m is obtained by:
where [R e .] .
are the homogeneous rotation matrix of the three extrinsic rotations and
[R e ]* the transformation matrix associated with the /'* inner object rotation. As this 
The mathematical equations
Let n image segments s ; be matched respectively with n model ridges L { . Let us also suppose that all the vectors and points are expressed in the camera coordinate system.
Each segment s, of the image is characterized by its unit director vector v, and a point/?,. Then we can easily compute the unit vector normal /V, to the interpretation plane n, of Si (plane through the optical center of the camera and the segment s t ). When the rotations are obtained, the translations are determined by expressing that a point P; of the model ridge L, rotated and translated also lies in the interpretation plane of the corresponding image segment. We obtain :
with The main advantage in writing these equations is that the computation is performed successively for the rotations and the translations and that the complexity of the process decreases by solving two smaller systems.
Computing the rotations
The signed distance of the vector V' to the interpretation plane n, is given by : The equation having p unknowns, we need at least p matchings. But in this limit case, if we want to estimate the orientation of each part of the viewed object, the matchings must be distributed on all parts such that each of them have a sufficient number of matchings to estimate its orientation.
Let A0 t = [0,u-0,] for l = \..p be the angular correction vector, D k = [D (0 4 , N;, V,)] for i = 1 ..n be the error vector and J k be the Jacobian matrix of the function D(@ k ,Ni, V t ) relatively to the variables 0,. Using these notations, the system to solve is : D k =J k A@ k . The obvious way to solve the system is to write down the normal equations and solve the linear system :
or to use a singular value decomposition of matrix J k . At each step, we obtain a correction vector A0 4 to apply to the rotation vector 0 t . The iterative process is repeated until a stable attitude is reached. Of course in any case the J k matrix must be computed and this calculation will be detailed in the next section.
Computing the partial derivatives of the rotations
We want, for each value of i = l..n , to compute the p derivatives (/ = \.. As the rotations corresponding to the inner degrees of freedom of the articulated object, are applied around a particular 3D axis, we use the quaternion representation of a rotation. By this way, the rotation matrix of angle 0 W around a 3D axis with unit director To simplify the computation of the derivatives, at each step of the iterative process we modify the reference attitude of the model in the viewer coordinate system. In fact, the model is located according with the parameters found at the k' h step, consequently and relatively to this new model definition, its current attitude is characterized, in the viewer coordinate system, by 8 W -0 for I = \..p . The computation of the partial derivatives of the rotation is now straightforward . Finally, obtaining the matrices of the linear system, to solve at each step of the iterative process, needs very few computation :
where the symbol [ ]* indicates that the triple product is equal to zero if the corresponding rotation is an inner degree of freedom without effect on the location of the considered matched ridge.
Computing the translations
Once the rotations are computed, it is easy to estimate the values of the translations amplitude. We are looking for the vector A = (X 1 ,...X ; ,...X.,) such that the distance 
/=
and where the symbol < >* indicates that the scalar product is equal to zero if the corresponding translation is an inner degree of freedom without effect on the location of the matched ridge.
Experiments

Localization of an articultated object from one monocular image
In this paragraph, we present experiments relative to the pose estimation of two robot arms. The models of the robots used, refer to existing industrial machines. The first one (robot # 1) is a robot arm composed of five parts animated by four rotations and one translation. The second robot (robot # 2) has height parts animated by five inner rotations and one inner translation. The computation of the robot pose using these models needs respectively the estimation of eleven and twelve attitude parameters.
Working from synthetical images permits to evaluate (under good conditions) the accuracy of the method since we know the attitude of the model used to generate the images. Experimental results from a such image are given in table 1.
Figure 3 presents the target grey-level image and the manually selected segments obtained by Deriche contour extractor and a polygonal approximation technique. The robot arm model is shown in the attitude corresponding to the initial pose used by the iterative process (figure 4). Note the important difference between the initial attitude parameters of the model and those corresponding to the final image target. In this experiment, the reference parts correspond to the part containing the ridges labelled (1-2-3-4). In figure 5 , we have drawn the attitude of the rotation found in the last (fourth) step of the iterative rotation estimation process. Fast convergence of the process is obtained since the more important corrections of the rotation are estimated at the first step. The process stop automatically when the correction to bring to the rotation parameters becomes equal to zero (in practice less than 0.01°). Using the resolution of a linear system, we can obtain the values of the remaining attitude parameters translation. In figure 6 , we have superimposed to the target grey-level image the final pose of the model. Visually, the results seems quite good. More precise answer can be found in the table 1.
We can notice that the robot arm used in our experiment have cylindrical parts (example parts with ridges 11 in image 4). These parts are modelled as polyhedral parts with many generating lines. During the iterative process the matches are dynamically managed, the generating lines closest the real limbs of the cylindrical part (for the current attitude) are selected to be projected on the corresponding image segments. Table 1 shows the pose estimation results obtained for robot # 1 and image presented in figure 3 . The second column corresponds to the values characterizing the model attitude used to create the target image. The parameters of the initial pose of the model, used in the iterative process, are written in the first column and those of the computed attitude are given in the last column.
We can notice that, with synthetical images, the accuracy obtained is quite good. The mean error for rotation parameters is lower than 0.5° and the error for translation parameters is lower than 2 cm. Of course the maximum error is obtained for parameter X, which corresponds to the translation along the view axis. This experiment could be seen as the protocol followed by an operator during a remote control process to estimate the pose of a viewed articulated object in dangerous environment. 
Conclusion
This paper presents a new method that permits to estimate, in the viewer coordinate system, the spatial attitude of an articulated object from a single perspective image. Its principle is based on the interpretation of some image lines as the perspective projection of linear ridges of the object model, and on an iterative search of the model attitude consistent with these projections.
To respect the inner mechanical articulations of the real object, the presented method computes the extrinsic attitude parameters (which characterize the pose of a reference part of the observed object in the viewer coordinate system) and simultaneously the values of the inner degrees of freedom. The parameters estimation is made in two steps. The first one is devoted to the calculus of the attitude parameters corresponding to a rotation and involves an iterative process. The second one permits by the resolution of a linear system to estimate the translation parameters. Each of these step involves the resolution of very simple linear system. Two examples of the pose estimation, from synthetical and real images are presented which show the accuracy and the reliability of this approach.
In present state, the presented method can be useful in some operations driven by remote control. Our next purpose will be to introduce Kalman formalism in order to estimate the covariance matrix relative to the pose parameters, and to use this approach along an image sequence to track the displacement of a robot arm.
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